SECRET

TO: LUXEMBOURG
FROM: DIRECTOR
CONF: C/F C/D 2
INFO: S/C 2

OUT 84816 PRIORITY OUT 84816

TO: LUX
INFO
CITE DIR 30170

1. PLS ASK QWIN WHETHER HE CAN MEET RABENET ENTRANCE WIESBADEN KURHAUS
28 MARCH 1300 HOURS, ALTERNATE LOBBY MASSAUER HOF HOTEL, WIESBADEN 29 MARCH
1300 HOURS. SHOULD COME PREPARED TRAVEL EUROPE FOR ABOUT TWO WEEKS, POSSIBLY
LONGER. REPLY PRIORITY AND IF AFFIRMATIVE ADVANCE 100 DOLLARS. IF CANNOT
MEET 28 OR 29 MARCH ADVISE EARLIEST POSSIBLE DATE THEREAFTER.

2. TELL HIM WILL AT SAME TIME DISCUSS LEOPOLDVILLE ASSIGNMENT AND
HAVE HIM SIGN CONTRACT.
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